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About This Game

Goat Life is an unusual 2D platformer with elements of survival in which you have to go through a variety of levels for a goat.
The goat loves to eat cabbage from farm beds, this led to the fact that farmers placed traps in all fields and now the goat needs

to be careful. Your main task in this game is to collect certain items on the level and avoid contact with the traps. After you
collect all the items on the level, the door to the goat's house opens, passing in which you go to the next level. Be careful,

because the goat has only one attempt to pass the level.
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Title: Goat Life
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Indie, Simulation
Developer:
Vyacheslav Shilikhin
Publisher:
Vyacheslav Shilikhin
Release Date: 25 May, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP\Vista\7\8\10

Processor: Intel Core i5

Memory: 1024 MB RAM

Graphics: 200MB

DirectX: Version 5.2
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After couple of patches, it's playable.. I am usually a person who waits for reviews before i take the plunge on a new game but
this looked like a lot of fun so i decided to try my luck, and to me it was well worth it.

Love the music, the art is, as someone already aptly pointed out, reminicent of Cave Story, and the Gameplay is really quite fun.
Bottom line is this: If you are like me and enjoy fluid platfromers that think outside of the usual run and leap that our Italian
Plumber found so succesful, then you willl like this.
The movement of walking and jumping themseleves are a bit sluggish but that disapears the moment you begin to swing and
slide.
It IS on the difficult side but i find the placement of the respawn spots and how quickly you do so, to mitigate the inevitable
irratation that comes from dying hundreds of times.
On the technical side of things, I have a pretty weak gaming rig and have yet to find any serious problems.

So yes pick it up and be the best hooker you can be!
(couldnt resist making this reveiw without at least one such comment)

EDIT:

So after sitting down and really devoting some time to this Ive decided to add a few things:

One: This is not a spiderman, or flinthook type game. You will not be easily swinging back and forth like Tarzan on speed. You
will die alot. Then you will probably die some more, and finally to top it all off, you will yell in anguished rage, cursing in
tongues you never knew existed, as you die many many more times after that.

This is a game of Planning and Reflexes.
There is no RNGeebus here, so be sure that when you die, it will be all your fault.

Two: I want to issue a warning to anyone thinking of picking this up: the video you see showcasing the gameplay is someone
having a GREAT PLAYTHROUGH.
At times you will be fighting for small sections at a time, and you will be playing the same part at times over and over again .

But therein lies the reward: Accomplishment.....the feeling that you actually overcame something challenging.

This game doesnt give out participation medals, it doesnt hold your hand and remind you how much Mommy loves you. Its a
tough but fair game, and players who like games Like They Bleed Pixels, or 1001 Spikes would feel right at home here..
RECOMMENDED Game, Yeah I Know That This Game Needs A Lot Of Work, But The Developers Are Very Active And
See To Everyone's Requests, It's A Wonder To See The Game Has Progressed This Much In Such Little Time, I Look Forward
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To The Future Of The Game... If You Buy The Game, You Can Add Me On STEAM...
I Think I Will Root For This Game......
This Game Has New, Unique And Innovative Ideas, Aside From Some Bugs, It Could Even Go To The Rank of AAA Games, I
Have Some Experience With Creating Games So Yeah I Know How Difficult It Is To Create A Game And Keep It Updated,
Sometimes You Feel Like You Should Just Stop The Project, But As I Played This Game, I Felt All The Constant Hard-Work
Of The DEVELOPERS, If Anyone Has Played Shadowguns or UberStrike, This Game Is Recommended For Him.....
FAST-PACED ACTION AND INNOVATIVE PHYSICS..... just WOW. Despite the abrupt and frankly disappointing ending, I
think this game is worth playing through to the end. It builds on Human Revolution's gameplay, and is perhaps the best
gameplay ever exhibited in a Deus Ex game. The story is not as great as DX1 or HR's, and the ending is obviously sequel bait,
but it still kept me interested until the end. I really hope they make a sequel to this game; the hate it got was overblown, in my
opinion.

I also had many technical issues with this game. The game was stuck loading a lot, and on certain cutscenes, I could not
progress. I had to use a different computer in order to get past those. For those reasons, I probably won't play through this game
again.

Nevertheless, if you're a fan of Deus Ex, and you've played through Deus Ex Human Revolution, then pick this game up.. Love
the tone of this one. So many things to do! Hidden things too! I do wish that you could use the spells in a more practical way
than just as practicing on things around the room. Well worth plaything, though.. If you like this sort of thing, you'll like this sort
of thing.. Worth the Price of Admission at $3.00
but it IS very short. (3 levels of 3 stages each)

While concpets might get old if it dragged on, and there isnt enough variety in the types of trees you can build for it not to get
stale if there were say 20+ levels, Everything here is so polished that you cant help but wonder why they didnt include 3-4 more
trees to prolong it 3-4 more levels (of 3 stages each) because it IS worth your time.

Just it wont consume much of it :). Great little game with plenty of potential and for its curent price is totaly worth it. Amazing.

A fantastic tribute to the best duo witch I grow up with...love it.

The game is funny, an work brilliant in co-op, is watch and play to a new movie, a new story but with the same feeling

M.
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A simple game to pass time. For the price it is, it is worth it. The game from my experience so far has been enjoyable. Get from
point A to point B, taking out all enemies in the way. A selection of weapons to use and easy controls.
Although there are a few minor issues with the game I noticed.
The soundtrack gets a little repetitive when going through the missions however it can be muted as well as the overall sound of
the game. Although, I couldn't find any option to fine tune the audio to my liking, only an on or off option, instead I had to go
into the volume mixer on my pc and lowering it. But really apart from that the game is pretty fun.. i did not like this very much
because it required time management that put a lot of stress on me!. This game actually reminded of super crate box. If you like
that you might like this. It's also a really good price for this game.. hell mode is ♥♥♥♥♥♥♥t. I'm not a big eye spy fan. I don't
play them often enough to be an authority on the genre, but this one was a major disappointment. Book of Legends has a couple
of kids looking for the sword of Exalibur based on hints from some ancient book. It's roughly 4 hours of fetch questing which is
unrewarding in itself, but then the game ends unspectacularly--it's unfinished, only offering half of a story. There are also
several times where it is unclear on what exactly you are supposed to look for.

Now there are a couple shining aspects to the game, like the dialog between these two kids and the fact that the story actually
holds interest, but it does require closing your eyes to how two kids have unrestricted access to all these different locations.

Being only half of a game, I would definitely recommend staying away from this unfinished product. If it told the whole story,
I'm positive I would recommend the opposite.. In Angels of Death we focus on the Blood Angels, red space marines whom are
not nearly as addicted to fire as the Salamanders, however they spot a nice wide range of units with a gameplay that is more
balanced than the Salamanders from Vulcan's Wrath. The mission design this time focuses far more on infantry fighting and
there are great hordes of orc infantry units ready to be mowed down by bolter fire from your space marines and the flow of
battle have improved greatly this time around.

Everything that was new to the game in Vulcan's Wrath is still around this time, so I will not dwell into that and overall I didn't
feel there was a whole lot of new under the sun mechanical in this DLC except the mission scripting is improved and what
secondary missions are has become far more obscure.

One of the thing that for me differ from the previous releases is that the maps felt far better designed and quite enganging, the
game also manages to present us with many differnet styles of maps with focus on different styles of play which is very
pleasing.

The enemies this time is have shifted to a far more infantry based mixed, something the Salamanders would have loved and that
the Blood Angels are seemingly expects in as well. The good thing is that the game can present you with far more units without
slowing the flow down to a halt trying to wear down a screen full of heavy army units and overal, I found this very enjoyable,
however one issue is that different units fail to shine as much as they have earlier, most is dealt with in a similar fashion and that
is a bit of a shame.

Blood Angel units and ... Dreadnoughts, honestly again the dreadnoughts are the foundation of any units their only real
downsides are that there is a few pieces of terrain they can't enter and they are not exactly fast other than that they are the best
of the best. Looking beyond the dreads the Blood Angel army in this DLC have plenty of requsition and in my play time regular
space marines and tactical marines never once saw battle, the cheapest unit I bought at any time was the blackguard space
marines which can deal deadly blows to anything on the battlefield, other than that the range of vehicle and infantry include
options for supporting fire which seems to be the mainstay of the Blood Angels, making them a nearly immovable object on the
enemies turn and the dreads and high value units makes something close to an unstoppable force on your turn, when you get this
formular down this DLC will have by far the easiest to date.

The missions varies greatly from claim X number of victory hexen, destroy all enemy units (which I should mention did not
have a single lone unit somewhere you had to spend way to many turns to find, excellent job guys!) to by far my favorite
escorting a bunch of chimera armoured personal carriers, which made them highly entertaining and challanging and at no point
did it feel repetative, something the base game and Vulcan's Wrath didn't completely escape.

In a somewhat strange turn around I didn't feel deployment was as important in this DLC as it was in the rest of the game as
long as my forces were build around a standard strategy, armoured spear head, support fire back up, and infantry on the same
and preferably a leader in the back (not a very WH40kish place for them ohh well).
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I think the only downsides are that the meeting with the Orc warlord was the least memorable of all the content so far, maybe it
was simply my setup but he attacked my units and was annihilated same round not even grinding my advance to a halt. It was...
anticlimatic. The other downside is that hover and flyers are far far too weak to really have a place in the game this goes for
both hostile and allied units they can seemingly be destroyed with impunity by anything they face leaving them no spot in the
army at all and their inability to fly over "tall trees" or buildings made them little more than vehicles that could potentially travel
across water. AA fire is pointless, whatever they attack will almost or entirely kill them.

My final thoughts are that I loved the DLC, and the Blood Angels were great fun to play and their mutual supporting structure
was far more evident than Steel Legion (imperial guard) or the Salamanders (space marines) making them an easier army to
learn to use well. All the missions were fun and II had completed them before I knew it, however I really really still miss the
voice acting of the NPCs it gave so much more depth to the missions and the stories. I will recommend this to anyone whom
liked the gase game and to some extend I would recommend you play this one before Vulcan's Wrath.

Art: 6 (The maps seemed more pleasing to look at but not enough to change my score from the base game score.)
Combat: 8 (Combat was excellent and so is the flow, perhaps a little easy but other than that excellent!)
Interface: 5 (it's the same, so no change).
Voice acting: 0 (The base game had it and it could have added so much more)
Level design: 9 (again much mjuch improved slightly better than Vulcan's Wraith).

Overall: 6 (same as Vulcan's Wrath but for slightly different reasons, honestlly I recommend this DLC, it is well worth it).
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